Apogee Generations Portraits
Alaska’s Premier Digital Studio
a la carté portrait prices
First, choose the session that fits your individual portrait needs:
Just Shoot Me Studio Session - $150
This session is specifically designed for commercial clients and high school seniors who simply want a
high quality headshot and a basic print package and single image release. This session includes one
outfit and one pose (usually 4-10 images) taken on one background in a formal studio setting. 1-5x7
retouched print is also included.

In-studio Portraiture - $100
Our full sessions are designed to be flexible and affordable. We usually include 2-4 outfit and
background changes and you may include additional persons, pets, props, etc. at no additional cost.

Location Portraiture - $150
Location or hybrid location and studio sessions include 1-2 in studio portraits and 1-2 location portraits.
You may also choose to have 1-3 location portraits only. As with our studio sessions, we do not charge
additional fees for friends or family, pets or props (cars, motorcycles, snowmachines, you name it).

Next, choose a portrait package that meets your finished portrait needs:
Economy Portrait Package - $350 (a $75 savings)
Our Economy Portrait Package is designed to accommodate a reasonable number of retouched portraits
and basic portrait package that will meet the needs of persons needing to remain on a limited budget. It
includes up to three (3) basic retouches and 10 gift sized portraits from those images. You may order
additional portraits or poses from our a la carté menu as well.

Standard Portrait Package - $650 (a $125 savings)
Our Standard Portrait Package is designed to accommodate a more diverse number of retouched
portraits and expanded portrait package that will meet the needs of a more diversified client. It includes
up to five (5) basic retouches along with 10 gift sized portraits, 1 Standard Wall Portrait of either 11x14
or 16x20 inches, and 48 wallets from those images. You may order additional portraits or poses from
our a la carté menu as well.

Deluxe Portrait Package - $1400 (a $430 savings)
Deluxe Portrait Packages are designed for persons desiring the ultimate quality portrait experience.
Included are up to 20 fully retouched images, 15 Gift Size Portraits, 1-11x14 or 16x20 wall portrait, 1-5
image composite in either 20x24 or 24x36 (may be substituted with an additional wall portrait) and a
custom 20 image portfolio book. Truly the creme de la creme of our studio portraiture line.

A la Carté Portrait Prices
A $25 minimum retouch fee is required to add portraits to any package.
Gift Size Portraits
Size

Price

4x6

$35.00 each

5x7

$35.00 each

8x10

$35.00 each

Choose color, black/white or sepia (brown/white).
Prices are for Deluxe Printing and Custom Cropping.

Wall Portraits
Size

Price

11x14

$100.00

16x20

$100.00

20x24

$250.00

24x30

$250.00

Add $100.00 for Stretcher Frame Fine Canvas Finishing.
Digital composites start at $80 for the first four (4) images, plus the cost of the print as specified above.
You may add additional images to a composite, beyond the first four(4), for $25 additional per image.

Wallet Sets
# of Wallets

Price

# of Wallets

Price

8

$38.00

72

$118.00

16

$48.00

80

$128.00

24

$58.00

88

$138.00

32

$68.00

96

$148.00

40

$78.00

104

$158.00

48

$88.00

112

$168.00

56

$98.00

120

$178.00

64

$108.00

128

$188.00

Each Wallet Set must be from one individual pose.
All re-orders will carry an additional $8 service charge.
All portraits include a basic retouch and finish service.
Additional fees will apply for special retouches.
Please ask your consultant for details.

Prices are subject to change without notice. Current as of 10/1/10.

Image CD
Image CD’s may be purchased for $475 per session. Please note that portrait credit may NOT be applied
to the purchase of an image CD. This includes all images chosen from the session, un-retouched, plus
any retouched and ordered images. With an image CD, you have the option of ordering prints from
Apogee Studios at a reduced rate, or printing them yourself using PROFESSIONAL LAB SERVICES.

On-line Ordering Gallery
You may request an online gallery of any session once your initial order is placed. These galleries may
be password protected or “open”, meaning that anyone may open them using the default password,
which is password. Please discuss this option with your associate or photographer at the time of your
session. Images may be ordered from the website and shipped directly to relatives and friends.

Custom Portrait Sizes
Custom prints are available to accommodate unique cropping requirements and special size needs.
Prices are quoted on an individual basis. Please ask your associate for more information.

Additional Products
Digital Composites: $80 first 4 images, $25 per additional image, plus the actual print price by size.
8x8 specialty albums: $850 including your choice of up to 20 images with full retouching.

Digital Enhancements and Image Retouching
All images receive our basic level of retouching with a fee of $25.
Additional fees may be required for extensive retouching or multiple persons in an image.
WOW! Retouching is $50. We have samples of each here in the studio, just ask.
Pretty much anything you can think of, we can do. Just tell us what you need.

Ordering Finished Portraits
Our preference is to have you order your portraits in a personalized viewing in our
comfortable presentation space in the studio.
We do, however understand that this may be impossible for some clients and also offer the option to
place your order via phone, fax, email or online shopping cart.
Final prints may take 4-6 weeks for delivery, depending upon services requested.
Rush requests are accepted with an additional 50% fee required.
All images and prints created by Apogee Studios are copyrighted and can not be reproduced by any
means without obtaining written authorization from the studio operations manager. Releases are
given on a case by case basis and usually incur a fee.
Apogee Studios • (907) 561-9766 • (907) 561-9767 FAX • 1-866-561-9766
Physical Address: 1921 W Dimond Blvd, Suite 2A & 2B
Mailing Address: 205 E Dimond Blvd #608 • Anchorage AK 99515
www.apogeestudios.com • info@apogee-studios.com
Prices are subject to change without notice. Current as of 10/1/10.

